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Abstract
The Virtual Writers’ Room is an EU-funded project for young screenwriters who want to learn how
to work in professional environment and create modern television series. The main questions that
have arisen from the project are: Is it necessary for every writers’ room to have a head writer, who
is usually considered the author of the series? Or is it possible to construct a democratic writers’
room, where a team of screenwriters makes decisions and therefore becomes the author?
My paper is a case study of the Virtual Writers’ Room -project. In the paper, I will define the
concepts of the writers’ room and the virtual writers´ room and consider the similarities and
differences thereof. The paper describes in detail my own research concept, the democratic
diamond, which is a team of four screenwriters without a designated leader. The democratic
diamond is the primary working model in the Virtual Writers’ Room -project. The paper reveals the
preliminary results of the project: How did the screenwriters feel about working with the
democratic diamond -model? Was it possible to make decisions without a head writer? How did
they feel about working in the virtual writers’ room? In what conditions did they reach a group flow
state in the virtual writers’ room?
I will explain the timeline of the Virtual Writers’ Room -project and the co-operation with the
Drama Department of the Finnish Broadcasting Company. I will recount how the Virtual Writers´
Room -method was invented, piloted and executed. On a broader level, I will reflect on the practical
points of building a pedagogical framework for a highly collaborative working environment for film
schools and e.g. production companies.
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